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Civil and political v Socio-economic rights 

• ‘While it is clearly desirable that every human being has a place 
where he or she can live in dignity and which he or she can call home, 
there are unfortunately in the contracting states many persons who 
have no home. Whether the state provides funds to enable everyone 
to have a home is a matter for political not judicial decision.’
(Chapman, 2001)



Pathways to protection

Article 8 ECHR  ‘Everyone has the right to respect 
for his private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence.’

Article 1 First Protocol ECHR 
Right to peaceful enjoyment of 
possessions

Article 14 ECHR The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall 
be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political 
or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or 
other status.



Questions arising

•Meaning of ‘home’ 
•Right to property v right to a home 
•Margin of appreciation and proportionality
•Procedure
•Positive duties? Right to alternative home v protection 

from eviction
•Width of ‘gateway right’ for Art 14



Property v Home: 
Definition of 
‘Home’

• Classification as ‘home’ is a matter of 
fact independent of lawfulness of the 
occupation under domestic law  
(Buckley v UK, 1993)
• E.g. Yordanava: Roma settlement was 

never authorized under domestic law. 
• Buckley – Romani applicant had lived 

on her own land without planning 
permission for eight years



Rights to housing v property:
Protections against forced eviction

• Article  8  does  not  impose  on Contracting  States  an  
obligation  to  tolerate  unlawful  land  occupation 
indefinitely (Yordanava 2012)
• BUT loss of one’s home is a most extreme form of 

interference with the right to respect for the home (Ivanova 
v Bulgaria, 2016)



Factors to 
consider

• The factors likely to be of prominence in this 
regard, when it comes to illegal construction, 
are 
• whether the home was established unlawfully, 
• whether the persons concerned did so 

knowingly, 
• what is the nature and degree of the illegality at 

issue, 
• what is the precise nature of the interest sought 

to be protected by the demolition, AND
• whether suitable alternative accommodation is 

available to the persons affected by the 
demolition (Ivanova v Bulgaria)



Margin of 
Appreciation

• Strict Standard or deference? Contradictory 
trends
• The right to respect for one’s home ‘concerns 

rights of central importance to the 
individual’s identity, self-determination, 
physical and moral integrity, maintenance of 
relationships with others and settled place in 
the community.’
• ‘the loss of one’s home is a most extreme 

form of interference with the right to respect 
for one’s home’ (Cosic v Croatia, 2011)



Margin of 
appreciation: 
Contradictory 
trends

• The underprivileged status of the applicants’ 
group must be a weighty factor in considering 
approaches to dealing with their unlawful 
settlement  and,  if  their  removal  is  
necessary,  in  deciding  on  its  timing, 
modalities and, if possible, arrangements for 
alternative shelter. (Yordanava)



Margin of 
appreciation 

• ’In socio-economic matters such as 
housing the margin of appreciation 
available to the State is necessarily a 
wide one’ (Hudorovič v Slovenia 2020)
• Art1 Protocol1: Respect the 

legislature’s judgement as to what is in 
the general interest unless it is 
‘manifestly without reasonable 
foundation.’



• Loss of one’s home is the most extreme form of 
interference with the right to respect for the 
home. BUT

• Lack of procedure is the violation
• . ‘Any person at risk of an interference of this 

magnitude should in principle be able to have 
the proportionality and reasonableness of the 
measure determined by an independent 
tribunal.’ (Cosic v Croatia, 2011)

• ‘While a legitimate aim was being pursued by 
the local authority, the eviction of the applicant 
and his family could not be regarded as 
necessary in pursuit of that aim as it was not 
attended by procedural safeguards that would 
enable the applicant to challenge the factual 
basis on which the local authority decided to 
serve the notice.’ (Connors 2005). 

Procedural 
protections



Why 
Procedure?

• Gesture to legitimate eviction?
• Or genuine broadening of deliberative 

democracy?
• Depends on:
• Timing
• Who participates
• How participation affects outcome 



Positive 
obligations: 
Duty to 
secure 
shelter?

• The above does not mean that the 
authorities have an obligation under the 
Convention to provide housing to the 
applicants. Article 8 does not in terms give a 
right to be provided with a home (see, 
Chapman). However, an obligation to secure 
shelter to particularly vulnerable individuals 
may flow from Article 8 of the Convention in 
exceptional cases. (Yordanova)



Alternatives
• Evicting the community and rendering them 

homeless was not a proportionate means of 
achieving the aim of upgrading the urban 
environment. 
• Should consider available options e.g.
• legalizing buildings where possible, 
• constructing public sewage and water facilities, 
• providing assistance to find alternative housing

(Yordanova v Bulgaria ECHR 2012)



BUT Limits to positive 
obligations
• The applicants alleged that the 

State had failed to provide them 
with access to basic public 
utilities, such as drinking water 
and sanitation, (Hudorovič v 
Slovenia 2020)



Limits to Positive Obligations 

• ‘in the context of the allocation of limited State resources, the 
national authorities are in a better position to carry out this 
assessment than an international court.
• Must take into account the vulnerable and disadvantaged position of 

the Roma population 
• A considerable part of the Roma population in Slovenia, who live in 

illegally built settlements that are often outside of the densely 
populated areas with a public water-distribution system, face greater 
obstacles than the majority in accessing basic utilities



Limits to positive obligations

• a considerable part of the population in Slovenia do not as yet have 
the benefit of a public sewerage system
• taking account of the inherently progressive nature of the 

development of public infrastructure and the State’s wide discretion 
in the prioritisation of resources for urban planning, only particularly 
convincing reasons such as a serious risk to health could justify 
imposing a burden on the State to take any steps with regard to the 
applicants’ 



Outcome

• the applicants received social benefits which could have been used 
towards improving their living conditions
• States are accorded a wide margin of appreciation in housing matters, 
• Applicants have not convincingly demonstrated that the State’s 

alleged failure to provide them with access to safe drinking water 
resulted in adverse consequences for health and human dignity, 
• Measures adopted by the State to ensure access to safe drinking 

water and sanitation took account of the applicants’ vulnerable 
position and satisfied the requirements of Article 8 of the Convention.



Article 14 and gateway rights

• ‘Everyone has the right to respect for their home. This does not mean 
that the state - or anyone else - has to supply everyone with a home. Nor 
does it mean that the state has to grant everyone a secure right to live in 
their home. But if it does grant that right to some, it must not withhold it 
from others in the same or an analogous situation. It must grant that right 
equally, unless the difference in treatment can be objectively justified.’ 
(Ghaidan v Mendosa, UKHL, 2004)
• Right to inherit tenancy from partner. (See also Karner v Austria)
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Framing a Constitutional Right

 Exciting opportunity for Ireland to frame 
a new constitutional right to housing

 Many interesting questions:

 Question of openness/specificity

 Direction to particular doctrinal approaches 

 State/Private sector obligations

 Will share aspects of SA experience with 
a new right which hopefully can help 



Presentation outline

 Brief History

 Constitutional Text

 Negative Obligations not to harm – far-
reaching changes effected by the right

 Positive obligations to provide – more 
disappointing results: is it because of 
‘reasonableness?’

 Application both to state and private actors 

 Focus on meaning given by Constitutional 
Court 



History 

 The Apartheid government instituted a system of controlling 
the movement of black people through a pass system, 
which strictly sought to regulate the entry of black persons 
into urban areas (this was known as influx control). 

 Since black people were not meant to be there (or in very 
limited numbers), no provision was made to house them. 

 Thus, in the Cape Peninsula area (comprising the city of 
Cape Town), there was a freeze placed on the provision of 
family housing for African people since 1962. 

 Despite this, African people continued to move to urban 
areas due to colonial dispossession and a rigidly enforced 
racial distribution of land which had disrupted the rural 
economy and rendered African farming precarious. 



History

 This led to the growth of informal settlements around urban areas 
in South Africa. 

 As the Constitutional Court details in the Grootboom case, the  
‘cycle of the apartheid era, therefore, was one of untenable 
restrictions on the movement of African people into urban areas, 
the inexorable tide of the rural poor to the cities, inadequate 
housing, resultant overcrowding, mushrooming squatter 
settlements, constant harassment by officials and intermittent 
forced removals’.

 This led to two key violations of rights: first, there was the ability 
to evict individuals very easily through legislation. If occupation of 
property was found to be unlawful, individuals could be evicted 
and they were subject to criminal prosecution. 

 Secondly, there was a failure to plan and provide housing for black 
people which led to a massive housing shortage. There was, for 
instance, a shortage of more than 100 000 housing units in the 
Cape Metropolitan areas upon the advent of democracy in 1994. 



Text of Right to Housing

 It is in this light that section 26 of the 
Constitution needs to be seen. It provides that: 

 Section 26: Housing
 Section 26(1): Everyone has the right to have access 

to adequate housing (General Right)
 Section 26(2): The state must take reasonable 

legislative and other measures, within its available 
resources, to achieve the progressive realization of 
this right. (Qualification on State’s Positive 
Obligations)

 Section 26(3): No one may be evicted from their 
home, or have their home demolished, without an 
order of court made after considering all the relevant 
circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary 
evictions. (Negative obligations: eviction)



Goal of Housing 

 The right to housing can be seen to attempt 
to correct the injustices of the past whilst 
recognizing a universal entitlement. 
 On the one hand, it creates negative obligations 

not to interfere with people’s housing and only 
to do so in a manner where the court has 
considered all relevant considerations and is 
‘non-arbitrary’. 

 It also in the first two sub-sections envisages a 
range of positive obligations which are qualified 
by the notions of ‘reasonableness’, having 
‘available resources’, and achieving ‘progressive 
realisation’. 



Negative obligations: PE Muni 

 Courts elaborated upon Prevention of Illegal Eviction and 
Unlawful Occupation of Land Act and Constitution (PE 
Municipality)
 Eviction case on private land
 People had been on land for 2 to 8 years 
 Moves away from criminal law framework
 Recognises need for balance between property and housing 

rights: it will not always allow for eviction even where legal 
reason for it
 will determine in contextual/case by case manner
 Consider circumstances of eviction: private/public land/desperation of 

people
 Length of occupation: are people relatively settled

 Need for order of court
 Notice period
 Result must be just and equitable



Olivia Road: Mediation

 Eviction of 4000 people from unsafe buildings in inner city – fire 
hazard

 Move them far away from source of livelihood
 Orders parties to engage with one another and come up 

with a solution
 If not, court will determine solution
 Parties engage and order submitted:

 Temporarily people can stay
 Fire hydrants and chemical toilets
 Voluntarily leave to accommodation in inner city and defines nature of 

accommodation 

 Courts recognized there must be engagement between local 
authority and people: connect with dignity and political 
participation

 No eviction unless engagement – deals with democratic 
failure and ensuring negotiation between individuals and 
authorities 



Blue Moonlight: Alternative 
accommodation

 86 people in inner city of JHB were in threat 
of eviction due to private company wanting 
to develop land

 Local government denied it had any 
obligation as private sector land

 CC established: local government has a 
duty to provide alternative 
accommodation even in case of private 
sector eviction: eviction should not result 
in homelessness and applies in case of both 
private and public land 



Impact on Private Owner

 Private owners may expect 
occupation to endure for some time if 
they bought property knowing about 
occupiers

 Duty to be patient and right of 
occupation temporarily restricted to 
realise right to housing



Further Impacts on Private 
Sector:Horizontal Application

 Cannot evict where there is a small 
amount of a mortgage outstanding: 
Court will evaluate each case before 
granting orders (Jaftha) 

 Duty on owner to allow renovations to 
ensure dwellings are habitable (Daniels)

 Duty not to increase rent prices on 
lessors other than in terms of statutory 
framework (Maphango) 



Major change in eviction 
framework

 Constitution have stimulated development of 
standards which attempt to address the legacy of 
the past and exemplify a sense of equity 
concerning the conflicting interests at stake

 Potential to change face of evictions and 
potential homelessness

 Difficulty of change and translating CC 
jurisprudence into reality:
 Principles have often not been followed by 

government
 In several cases, not followed by High Courts who 

allow evictions in cases where they should not



Tension between open-ness 
and stronger guidelines?

 CC sought to allow each matter to be determined on 
own facts and in its own context

 Grants High Court judge significant discretion about 
when to grant evictions who often overemphasize 
rights of owners leading to evictions causing great 
misery and hardship

 Lack of clear guidelines and failure to develop more 
detailed substantive framework allowed for failures in 
performance

 Over time, CC been forced to provide clearer 
guidelines on obligation on local government to 
provide alternative accommodation (Blue Moonlight)

 Should housing right in Ireland specify any of these 
aspects in more detail? 



Positive Obligations: Statutory 
Scheme 

 Constitution

 Housing Act 107 of 1997: aims to 
facilitate sustainable housing 
development

 Social Housing Act; Rental Housing 
Act

 Housing Code: contains all detailed 
policy



Grootboom 

 Facts: People on field in driving rain with only 
plastic sheeting to cover them

 Claim right of access to adequate housing 
 Government says it has a long-term 

programme to provide them with housing 
 People claim access to housing now 



‘Access to Housing’

 Not Right to Housing
 ‘Recognises that housing entails more than bricks and mortar’
 Right entails having access to all conditions for housing: 

available land, services (like water and sewage) and to 
structure and finance

 Implies also that not only state that must provide but other 
private sector agents must be enabled to provide housing

 State must create conditions for access for all people at all 
economic levels – does not actually have to provide

 Distinguish those that can afford to pay (unlock access to 
housing) and those who cannot (relates to social welfare)

 Access obligations will also vary with context: rural/urban



Programmatic approach

 Positive obligations qualified: main 
duty on state to devised ‘a 
comprehensive and workable plan’ to 
meet its obligation in terms of section

 Individuals cannot claim housing on 
demand

 Can claim in terms of a government 
programme

 Positives: Planning and Fairness
 Negatives: Individual right?



Reasonableness 

 Programme must meet certain requirements
 Court focuses on idea of reasonableness: were 

reasonable measures taken to realise the rights? 
 What is involved in reasonableness? 

 Appropriate financial and human resources must be 
available

 Must be capable of facilitating the realisation of the right
 Reasonable in both conception and implementation
 Must be flexible
 Must attend to crises
 Must not exclude a significant segment of the affected 

population
 Must balance short, medium and long-term needs

 Rationality/Equality/Priority - summary



Grootboom 

 Legislative measures are not sufficient: need 
policies and programmes to be adopted by 
executive 

 Progressive realisation understood similar to UN 
Committee approach: take expeditious and 
effective steps towards goal and against 
retrospective measures

 Available Resources: Content of obligation, rate it is 
achieved, and reasonableness governed by 
available resources 



Finding on facts and order 

 Government has long term housing programme 
to provide ‘decent housing’ to all will take a 
long time

 In interim, people on field with plastic sheeting 
 Failure to make any provision for those in 

desperate need and to deal with short-term 
needs mean housing programme was 
unreasonable and thus unconstitutional 

 Declaratory Order: Housing programme 
declared unconstitutional; state required to 
devise and implement measures to provide 
relief to those in desperate need (no access 
to land, no roof over heads, living in intolerable 
conditions or crisis situations) 



Aftermath 

 Govt passed Chapter 12 of Housing Code a few years 
later to allow local governments to access funding for 
emergency housing

 Mclean: ‘Programme fails to provide short-term relief 
for those in crisis situations and relies on a 
cumbersome set of procedures which do not allow for 
immediate accommodation of those in need’

 Thousands remain homeless with only limited attempt 
to address their needs

 No further positive obligations cases: Why?
 Recent backtracking: Thubakgale – no obligation 

created from which individuals could claim 
performance  



Problem 1: Deficiencies of 
Reasonableness: Does it miss purpose 
of SE Rights? 

 SE Rights: not just a failure of justification but 
failure of a particular type of justification

 SE Rights: designed to achieve a particular 
purpose – to protect fundamental interests of 
individuals to certain resources like housing

 Enshrine a vision of social justice that entitles 
individuals to certain amount of resources 

 Focus on procedural notion which lacks any 
concrete content and does not give concrete 
entitlements

 Fails to provide a basis for prioritization of 
needs and interests



Reasonableness: Incoherent 
without Content of Right   

 Reasonableness requires investigation of 
links between means and ends

 But, need a conception of ends in order to 
investigate the links: need some idea of what 
rights guarantee 

 Court has refused to engage with the content 
of rights in any depth 



Reasonableness: Failure to provide 
guidance as to role of courts  

 Stands in for whatever courts think and when 
they want to intervene

 Provides no clear demarcation of legitimate 
cases of interference for judges and where not

 Court’s role in helping other branches judge 
their conduct

 Does not help other branches of government to 
understand their obligations 

 Amorphous standard prevents such an 
evaluation 

 Can also lead to Weak Orders and Enforcement 



Reasonableness:Outcomes?

 What are outcomes of approach? 
 Very vagueness of reasonableness could have had potential 

to enable courts to intervene positively to protect 
vulnerable

 Yet, also allows courts to shirk responsibility
 Early cases in SA: reasonably just results (Grootboom)
 Yet, in more recent cases, substantive outcomes have gone 

against poor (and justice?): example is Thubakgale
 Reasonableness has also made it very difficult to 

litigate: one has to challenge entire programme and have 
wealth of evidence often not available to poor people or 
organisations litigating on their behalf

 Results: very few cases on positive obligations



Alternative Minimum Core 
Approach

 Specifies content to rights based in interests in housing
 Recognises different thresholds
 First threshold (min core): greater urgency and priority for 

where people are literally under threat for survival 
 In housing context, threshold involves minimal shelter from 

the elements such that one’s health or ability to survive are 
not compromised (sanitary conditions and access to basic 
services)  

 Second threshold: specifies level of housing necessary to 
live a fully decent/dignified life (adequate housing – GC 4): 
must take steps progressively to realise this level of 
housing 

 Stronger and more meaningful account of housing rights



Right to Housing: General 
Conclusion

 A number of important impacts: 
 Eviction law fundamentally changed
 Cornerstone of government policy: 

significant efforts to realise right
 Has not solved many housing problems
 Failure to eliminate homelessness, most 

extreme deprivation of right
 Latter failing may arise as a result of 

drafter’s inclusion of reasonableness and 
progressive realization without guidelines as 
to how to understand these



Housing Rights: Conclusion

 Vague approach of CC has not helped firm up 
commitment to eradicate homelessness

 CC has catapulted certain policy changes like 
Chapter 12 of Housing Code though narrower 
response to Grootboom than could have been 
expected

 CC approach could be blamed for lack of more 
cases on positive obligations 

 Inclusion of right has had an important 
effect on housing policy and can to that 
extent be considered a success
 With stronger approach, could perhaps have 

achieved more



Implications for Ireland

 Right to housing can have significant 
effects

 Tension between open texture and concrete 
outcomes

 Include evictions element
 Positive dimension: avoid ‘reasonableness’ 

and potentially include reference to priority 
for most vulnerable 

 Balance programmatic approach with 
individual rights – enable individuals to 
challenge failures but require courts to 
address at level of programme
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